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Period for Reply
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DETAILED ACTION

This communication is responsive to an amendment filed 08/08/06.

Claims 44-47, 49, 51-53, and 63-71 are pending in this application. Claims 44, 63, and 71

are independent claims. This rejection is made final.

The text of those sections of Title 35, U.S. Code not included in this action can be found

in a prior office action.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

1. Claims 44-47, 51-53, and 63-71 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Odam et al. (U.S. Patent No. 5,825,360) in view of Coulombe et al. (U.S.

Patent No. 5,561,753).

As to claim 44, Odam teaches a method for automatic control ofwindow overlap

comprising:

automatically determining priorities of each window of a plurality of overlapping

windows displayed on a graphical user interface (overlapping windows are defined by the

predetermine criteria, the window having the highest priority being positioned in the visual

foreground of the workspace, e.g., col. 3 lines 10-30, col. 6 lines 16-22, and figs. 3, 9-12), and

automatically arranging said plurality of windows to overlap one another in order of said priority

on said graphical user interface (e.g., col. 3 lines 10-30, col. 6 lines 16-22, col. 7 lines 1-11, and

figs. 3, 9-12). Odam also teaches that a logical overlap which means there is a critical area of

each window that the user does not want to be obstructed , it could be an ID, name, fitle, topic,

etc. of the displayed window (The priority number is inifially assigned to each window according
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to some predefined criteria, e.g. the relative time of each window's creation, a user's particular

preference , the relative importance of each window, and the like, e.g., coi. 7 lines 6-10, and col.

16 lines 11-19); therefore, Odam inherently teaches wherein said window priority is derived

fi-om a topic of each window of said plurality of windows. However, Odam still does not teach

the topic of the window is determined by a frequency of occurrence of at least one keyword in

the wdndow, and the priority of the topic is determined based on a number of times a window

having the topic is accessed. Coulombe teaches this relocation of selectable graphical objects

provides an optimal arrangement facilitating efficient user interaction with the data processing

system by relocating groups of selectable graphical objects in locations consistent with a

predetermined frequency of access criterion, duration of access criterion or other similar priority

determinations (Coulombe, e.g., Abstract, col. 2 lines 32-45). It would have been obvious to a

person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to modify the priority windows of

Odam based on the firequency access priority determination of Coulombe to provide a convenient

way of enhancing user efficiency in locating and accessing applications (Coulombe, e.g.,

Abstract).

As to dependent claim 45, Odam teaches the method further comprising:

automatically sizing said windows on said graphical user interface according to said

priority (e.g., col. 3 lines 10-30, col. 6 lines 16-22, and figs. 3, 9-12).

As to dependent claim 46, Odam teaches the method further comprising:

automatically positioning said windows on said graphical user interface according to said

priority (e.g., col. 3 lines 10-30, col. 6 lines 16-22, and figs. 3, 9-12).
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As to dependent claim 47, Odam teaches the method wherein said windows are

automatically re-arranged only when a redrawing function is selected by a user (redraw function,

e.g., col. 8 lines 20-41).

As to dependent claim 51, Odam teaches the method wherein the contents of said

window is determined by a content label assigned by a user (e.g., col. 7 lines 1-10).

As to dependent claims 52-53, Odam in view of Coulombe teaches the method further

comprising:

automatically re-arranging windows so that said windows overlap one another in order of

said priority on said graphical user interface (see claim 44 above); although, the modified Odam

does not clearly teach re-arranging icons so that icons overlap one another in said task bar on the

GUI, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to modify the similar technique as applied to the windows with priority that has clearly

mentioned in the priority windows of modified Odam above for easily to keep track of the

concurrency between the displayed windows and the related icons on the taskbar.

As to claim 63, Odam in view of Coulombe teaches the method of automatic control of

window overlap based on a user's history of window user, comprising:

automatically determining a priority of each window of a plurality of overlapping

windows displayed on a graphical user interface (overlapping windows are defined by the

predetermine criteria, the window having the highest priority being positioned in the visual

foreground of the workspace, e.g., col. 3 lines 10-30, col. 6 lines 16-22, and figs. 3, 9-12),

wherein said priority is derived from an amount of time during which scrolling is performed on a

window, wherein said scrolling includes dragging contents of a window to reveal additional
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contents {Odam in view of Coulombe teaches predetermined frequency of access of the

application to determine the priority for that window application, and Coulombe also teaches that

the user can interact with viewing applications by moving/dragging/dropping or scrolling (scroll

bar 78 of fig. 3); therefore, Odam in view of Coulombe inherently teaches this feature. If Odam

in view of Coulombe does not clearly teach this feature, it would have been obvious to a person

of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to modify the similar technique the

performance/scrolling/browsing against the application/window to determine the priority of that

application/window as applied to the windows with priority that has clearly mentioned in the

priority windows of Odam in view of Coulombe above for bring the most working/using window

upfront to ease the user when working with the multiple opened windows}; and

automatically arranging said plurality of windows to overlap one another in order of said

priority on said graphical user interface (e.g., col. 3 lines 10-30, col. 6 lines 16-22, col. 7 lines 1-

11, and figs. 3,9-12).

As to dependent claim 64, Odam teaches storing one or more of said criteria (the current

overlap value stored in variable MaxOverlap, e.g., col. 12 lines 14-17, and each priority number

are stored in the memory of the system of Odam).

As to dependent claims 65-67, they are the equivalent claims 45-47 respectively and are

rejected under a similar rationale.

As to dependent claim 68, it is the equivalent claim 49 and rejected under a similar

rationale.

As to dependent claims 69-70, they are the equivalent claims 52-53 respectively and are

rejected under a similar rationale.
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As to claim 71, Odam teaches a method for automatic control ofwindow overlap,

comprising:

automatically determining priorities of each window of a plurality of overlapping

windows displayed on a graphical user interface (e.g., col. 3 lines 10-30, col. 6 lines 16-22, and

figs. 3, 9-12); and

automatically arranging said plurality of windows to overlap one another in order of said

priority on said graphical user interface, wherein said window priority is derived from a topic of

each window of said plurality of windows (note the rejection and the motivation to combine

Odam and Coulombe of claim 44 above),

wherein said topic of each window is determined by at least one keyword, and said

window priority is determined from a topic priority (The priority number is initially assigned to

each window according to some predefined criteria, e.g. the relative time of each window's

creation, a user's particular preference , the relative importance of each window, and the like, e.g.,

col. 7 lines 6-10, and col. 16 lines 11-19); therefore, Odam inherently teaches wherein said

window priority is derived from a topic of each window of said plurality of windows),

wherein said topic priority is determine by a number of times a window having said topic

is accessed (note the rejection and the motivation to combine Odam and Coulombe of claim 44

above), and

wherein said window priority is determined by i) scanning said window for said at least

one keyword, and determine a frequency of said at least one keyword in said window to

determine said topic of said window, and ii) assigning a priority based on said topic priority

{Odam also teaches that a logical overlap which means there is a critical area of each window
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that the user does not want to be obstructed, it could be an ID, name, title, topic, etc. of the

displayed window (The priority number is initially assigned to each window according to some

predefined criteria , e.g. the relative time of each window's creation, a user's particular preference ,

the relative importance of each window , and the like, e.g., col. 7 lines 6-10, and col. 16 lines 1 1-

19); therefore, Odam inherently teaches wherein said window priority is derived fi-om a topic of

each window of said plurality of windows. However, Odam still does not teach the topic of the

window is determined by a frequency of occurrence of at least one keyword in the window, and

the priority of the topic is determined based on a number of times a window having the topic is

accessed. Coulombe teaches This relocation of selectable graphical objects provides an optimal

arrangement facilitating efficient user interaction with the data processing system by relocating

groups of selectable graphical objects in locations consistent with a predetermined firequencv of

access criterion, duration of access criterion or other similar priority determinations (Coulombe,

e.g.. Abstract, col. 2 lines 32-45). It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the

art at the time of the invention to modify the priority windows of Odam based on the frequency

access priority determination of Coulombe to provide a convenient way of enhancing user

efficiency in locating and accessing applications (Coulombe, e.g.. Abstract)}.

2. Claim 49 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Odam et al. (U.S.

Patent No. 5,825,360) in view of Coulombe et al. (U.S. Patent No. 5,561,753), and further in

view of Bass et al. (U.S. Patent No. 4,559,533).

As to dependent claim 49, Odam in view of Coulombe teaches the method further

comprising:
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automatically displaying for said window according to said priority on said graphical user

interface (see claim 44 above); however, the modified Odam still does not teach displaying

window in a color according the priority. Bass clearly teaches windows with colors (e.g., col. 1

1

lines 41-62, and fig. 6). It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention to modify the priority windows of modified Odam in different colors as the

displayed windows of Bass to ease the viewer when visualizing the objects on the screen.

Response to Arguments

3. Applicant's arguments filed 08/08/06 have been fully considered but they are not

persuasive.

Applicants argued and Examiner disagrees for the following reasons:

a. Odam and Coulumbe do not disclose or suggest the methodfor controlling

window overlap where window priority is derivedfrom a topic ofeach window, the topic

being determined by afrequency ofoccurrence ofat least one keyword in the window.

Odam clearly teaches overlapping windows are defined by the predetermine

criteria, and the active window has the highest priority (Summary). The window

is having the highest priority being positioned in the visual foreground of the

workspace (e.g., col. 3 lines 10-30, col. 6 lines 16-22, and figs. 3, 9-12). The

priority number is initially assigned to each window according to some predefined

criteria, e.g. the relative time of each window's creation, a user's particular

preference (it could include topic or what kind of application/program, or

interacting time with the particular application/window), the relative importance
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of each window (including application/window types, colors, time as mentioned

above), and the like (e.g., col. 7 lines 6-10, and col. 16 lines 11-19); therefore,

Odam inherently teaches wherein said window priority is derived from a topic of

each window of said plurality of windows. However, Odam still does not teach

the topic of the window is determined by a frequency of occurrence of at least one

keyword in the window, and the priority of the topic is determined based on a

number of times a window having the topic is accessed. Coulombe teaches that

relocation of selectable graphical objects provides an optimal arrangement

facilitating efficient user interaction with the data processing system by relocating

groups of selectable graphical objects in locations consistent with a predetermined

frequency of access criterion, duration of access criterion or other similar priority

determinations (Coulombe, e.g.. Abstract, col. 2 lines 32-45). It would have been

obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

modify the priority windows of Odam based on the frequency access priority

determination of Coulombe to provide a convenient way of enhancing user

efficiency in locating and accessing applications (Coulombe, e.g.. Abstract).

b. Odam and Coulombe do not teach or suggest thefeature ofdeterminingpriority

based on an amount oftime during which scrolling is performed on a window.

Odam clearly teaches that the active window has the highest priority , and the

predefined criteria could include topic or what kind of application/program, or

interacting times with the particular application/window, the relative importance

of each window (including application/window types, colors, time as mentioned
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above), and the like (e.g., col. 7 lines 6-10, and col. 16 lines 1 1-19). Odam in view

of Coulombe teaches predetermined frequency of access of the application to

determine the priority for that window application, and Coulombe also teaches

that the user can interact with viewing applications by moving/dragging/dropping

or scrolling (scroll bar 78 of fig. 3); therefore, Odam in view of Coulombe

inherently teaches this feature; or it would have been obvious to a person of

ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to modify the similar

technique the performance/scrolling/browsing against the application/window to

determine the priority of that application/window as applied to the windows with

priority that has clearly mentioned in the priority windows ofOdam in view of

Coulombe above for bring the most working/using window upfront to ease the

user when working with the multiple opened windows.

Conclusion

4. THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.1 36(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO

MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37

CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event.
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however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing

date of this final action.

5. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to True T. Chuong whose telephone number is 571-272-4134. The

examiner can normally be reached on M-Th and alternate Fridays 8:30 AM - 5:00 PM.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Weilun Lo can be reached on (571) 272-4847. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

True T. Chuong

10/15/06


